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In (hit talk on magnetic monapoles, first I will briefly review 
«ome historical backgroi.ud; then, I will describe what several 
cWerent type* cfnwnepoles might tee* Bke; and finally1 win 
discuss t ie experimental situation. 

In relating the history of (be magnetic monopole sad tbe 
idea* whkb W up to it* prediction, I like to start with UaxwdL 
A* you all know, baOdinf; upon the pioneering work of Coulomb, 
Ampere, and Faraday, MaxweD io IBS* introduced the displace
ment current and wrote dam what we BOW call Maxwell's 
equations.' In contemporary notation, these are: 

*?-£ = «*? c ere c w 
f use hereGaussian units, which are particularly convenient; one 
stU the vacuum parameters jie • *o • I and, as a consequence, 
electric and magnetic charges are expressed in the same unite. 

It is well known that this system of equations ess be solved 
by introducing the potentials d and X, which are derivable from 
tbe source terms irrp and 4*j/c, and then solving lor the elec
tromagnetic fields by using 

£ . -<?* -*£ ,nd Bm *? xA. (2) 
Col 

In covariant notation one writes Eq. (2) as 

Fpu = OpAff ~ cVAfM W 

where jf <* ($,A); )i and v are the usual indices which range 
from 0 to 3, 

While Maxwell introduced the electric displacement current 
9Dfe3t in analogy to tbe magnetic tens SB/eOt, Bos. (1) are 
still not completely symmetric with respect to electricity and 
magnetism. They have only electric source terms—no magnetic 
source terms. This, o( course, w u quite reasonable, since there 
was no evidence whatsoever for magnetic sources. 

I believe that Heaviside* was the fint to publish (in 1693) a 
symmetrical an of Maxwell's equation*: 

•J-J-dw w 
Here we nee that the magnetic source tdme which Beavbide 

introduced are 4«v and 4*)Jc. But it you read Htivislde's book, 
you wlU see that he didn't really believe there were physical 
magnetic sources. He called these terms 'ficticious*; he had 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
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our/ included them as a convenient way to describe the *mag-
netificatiou* of materials. 

It is also interesting to note here that the minus sign in front 
of tbe Vxg term indicates that a left band role governs the fields 
associated with magnetic currents, in contrast to tbe right band 
role associated with electric currents. Thus one easDy sees here 
tbe basis for tbe oft repeated statement that magnetic charges 
violate parity. 

Dime 1 in 1931 was the tret to suggest that we should con
sider the possibility of a particle which would carry magnetic 
charge. In order to describe the "Coulomb* field from a mag
netic charge j , sitnated at the origin of a coordinate system, 
Dine proposed the vector potential 

? ( r - f A)' (S) 

when: n is an arbitrary unit vector. It is a good exercise for the 
student to show that using the standard formula, B »= V x A, 
Eq. (5) will indeed give the 'Coulomb* field, Bmgf/ T>. 

But there is a problem here. Everyone knows that tbe di
vergence of a curl is identically sero. That is; 

V - f i o ? ••(*} x X) = 0. (6) 

Thus, there can be no magnetic charge in Maxwell's system of 
equations if we insist that B m "? x A. A related aspect of 
this difficulty is evident in a glance at Dirac's potential. The 
denominator of his expression for X equals sero for any f along 
ft. This sero in tbe denominator leads to a divergence in the 
magnetic field which has come to be known as Dirac's string — 
or simply a string. 

Essentially what Dirac's formulation led to was the appear
ance of a Coulomb-like magnetic field, but one in which there is 
no actual magnetic charge. It is easy to show mathematically 
that in Dine 1* fomnhtion all of the flux which appears to ter
minate upon (or emanate from) a monopok really goes down 
along the string which is connected to the "charge.* As a couse-
qnence, there is no magnetic charge as a source, and since there 
is no magnetic charge in this formulation, Maxwell's equation* 
base not really been symmetrised. 

In Fig. 1 we have an artist's conception of Dime's monopole 
with its string attached. Sere you see the magnetic Coulomb-
lifce field of a north pole with the string going oft to the right 
cither to infinity or to a companion south pole. One can think of 
the string as very much resembling a tube of quantised dux in a 
superconductor. We shall see below thai the minimum charge on 
s Dime monopoly is g, B CJkSe, where e is the positron charge. 
Such a charge would he associated with a string containing two 
of tbe superconducting fluxons (of magnitude do • kefic). In 
the context of QCD it it sometime* proposed that such strings 
connect the color charges of quarks. Another way to look at 
Dirac's mosopola is that it is just the end it an infinitely long, 
infinitely tbin solenoid. In the figure, tbe little rings along the 
string are just an artist's conception of some mechanism for 
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holding the string together. If the (trine hat aero radios, it 
would have an infinite amount of energy per o a t length. This, 
of course, fe an additional difficulty. 

Fig. 1. Dirac monopole. 
la order to make a more tractable theory, Dirac4 introduced 

as additional term in the formulation of the Geld teneor, F„,. 
That hi, be modified the relationship between tbe fields and their 
potential* by writing 

FV, = &,A„- e\ Af + *r£, (G> ) (T) 

where the sdditional term accounts for the string variable*. But 
tab) approach is not entirely aalilfactoiy, even though it wis is 
eerted that tbe string ebould be unobserable. For example, in bis 
quantum mechanical formulation Dirac bad to veto any electron 
contact with tbe string. Thb notion of a veto « inconsistent 
with that of unobeervability. 

But la epite of theae diScultiea which one finds with Dirac's 
formulation, his 1931 paper la properly viewed aa a major paper 
la theoretical physio; It initiated raonopole physics. Further
more, it introduced tbe extremely important idea that there ia a 
definite relationship between electric and magnetic charges. Be 
derived this relationship by using simultaneous gauge transfor
mations of the elecLramagnettc field and the electron wavefunc-
tion. Assuming that the wavefuuetiaa of the electron m^t be 
single valued under these transformations in tbe presence cd a 
magnetic charge «, Dirae obtained tbe relationship 

tg/Ke = n/2, (8) 

when fl Is any integer. The smallest nonaen magnetic charge, 
then, occurs when a J» / . 

Bchwinger,* who much later invented the notion jf a dyou, 
a particle carrying both electric and magnetic charge, derived a 
similar relationship: 

sags*.-.. „ 
where cj and A are tbe electric and magnetic charges o! the •** 
riyon, and again a is an integer. Thus the uinimnm Schwinger 
monopole (n — 1) would have twice the magnetic charge of the 

minimum Dime numopele (assuming in both eases that e b the 
charge of the position). It b now generally believed, however 
that from the point of view of quantum mechanical gauge trans
formations tbe Dirac formulation b correct, l b be coniurtent, 
then, Eq. (B) would have an n/t on the right band side. 

These relationships tell us two very Important things. First, 
the magnetic monapole m expected to cany a very large charge. 
Using the empirical fact that the fine structure constant a •> 
«?/*« s 1/13T, ewe deduces that the (smallest) mosopole hi* a 
charge equivalent to about W-t electron*. Thus the Dirae mag-
netk charge s>Sf6tUc Second, and even more important—and 
this was pointed out by Dirac in 1831—the existence of a mag
netic monopole of this magnitude could account for fact that el
ementary pattic.i i are observed le have charges which a n quan
tised in units of «. furthermore, the empirically observed value 
of e would now have a qualitative explanation. 

A more physical way 
condition was tnggested by Saba* in 1638. Saba's heuristic pic
ture tor tbe quantum relationship between electric and magnetic 
charge ia depicted in Fig. 2. One first imagines that an electric 
charge c and a magnetic charge } are separated by a (vector) 
distance i. Then one forms the Poyntlng vector 

P-tE*£/4t. (to) 

P. which carries electromagnetic momentum, can be seen to 
circulate around d, as indicated In Fig. 2 by the largi arrow. 
This leads to an angular momentum along I. The integral of this 
angular momentum over all space has a magnitude equal to «fl/e 
—independent ol the length of d! Thus, Saha said all we have 
to do is think in terms of quantum mechanics and quantise this 
angular momentum in units of n/2 and voila, we have Dirac'a 
relationship. If one believes that this angular momentum should 
be quantised in units of Ik, one obtains the original Scbwinger 
relationship. 

\ 

- • * £ . -
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Fig. Z. fUuatnlion of Saba's calculation. The full ar
rows represent the magnetic field from the (north) mag
netic monopole ». The opes arrows represent tbe elec
tric field from the (positive) charge e. The heavy arrow 
indicates the -tirection of circulation (around a7) of the 
momentum carried by the Foynting vector. 

You will recall that the original motivation for this analy
sis was the idea that Maxwell's equations should somehow be 
symmetrised that E and H should play symmetrical roles, as 
would electric and magnetic charges. A manifestation of this 
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symmetry is that the simultaneous substitutions 
B-*B 3--S 

f~*o a ~* -p (ll) 
cfc <!te. 

will have the symmetrised Maxwell'* equations invariant. That 
is, tf one replies* all electric quantities b]> their magnetic coun
terparts and all magnetic quantities by minus their electric coun
terparts, tbea one regains Maxwell** equations. Obviously a sec
ond application of Iheae substitutions yields minus the original 
Maxwell's equations. This invariance hat been called duality 
mvariaac*. 

Before exploring duality invariant* further, for completnesa 
I would like to remark that there are other important invari
ant:* properties of Maxwell's equations which have been known 
lor a long time. It was shown by Lorsnti7 in 1892 that Maxwell*! 
equations are invariant under the six parameter group uam known 
as the Lorents group- The operators of tb1i> gr̂ up generate the 
three possible rotations in three-spice ud the three possible 
Lorents transformations in a lour dimensional Minkowski space 
(3 space, 1 time). More generally, Maxwell's equations are aho 
invariant under the operators of a ten parameter group called 
the PoincanS group. TW* group contains the six operators of tbe 
Lorenti group as a subgroup as well as arbitary displacements 
along tb* four coordinate axes of Minkowski space. And finally, 
it was shown* in 1810 that Maxwell's equations enjoy mvariance 
under the operations of a 15 parameter group called the confor-
tnal group. This group contains the ten transformations of the 
Polneare group as a subgroup as well as five more: four called 
the special conforms! transformations plus one called the dota
tion transformation, which just changes the scale of the coordi
nate system. It follows from dilitation invarlance that equations 
which an invariant under the operations of the eonformal group 
can contain nothing which represent* a scale. Consequently, 
such equations can only describe nastiest particle*. The pho
ton, of course, ii considered to be a m assists particle. 

Returning to duality hwariance, it was pointed out in 192S 
by Ik*m<eb, that tbh) discrete "refiection* symmetry amid ac
tually b* generalised to a symmetry of continuous rotation by 
ao arbitrary angle *>. Thus, in a plan* Is which tbe x-axis Is 
the magnetic direction and the y-axit is the electric direction 
one can rotate alt of the terms of the symmetrised Maxwell's 
equations by au arbitrary angle e. For example, 

if = £ cose + B sine 
3' = -S sine 4- Seost>. (12) 

Whet one then collects all the primed terms (which relate to 
the newly chosen magnetic and electric directions) one see* that 
one again has tbe set of symmetrised Maxwell''* equations, just 
as stents, but this time m term* of the primed quantities. So we 
can tea that the distinction between electric and magnetic charge 
is merely one of definition. Bit had been asserted the early days 
that the electron was magnetically charged, thvn my colleagues 
and I would presently be engaged in searches (ore bjects carrying 
what we would then call electrical charge, 

In considering duality in variance, Cablhbo ud Ferrari10 have 
shown that II one introduces a second four potential 

W^&.ti), (») 

the relationship between the electromagnetic field tensor and the 
potentials. They writs 

1 » " * » A - - M » + v « » 8'M*, (MJ 

where ^ is the totally antisymmetric tensor. Has and 
Siedenbarn,'1 who continued the study of thess ideas, showed 
that Eq. (14) is equivalent to 

Sm - f y - ^ - ? x l3.and cot 

cf. 
(») 

One can easily tee the 'reflection* symmetry mentioned above 
it maintained by the substitutions 

d - * « - . - * 
X-+M AT--A. (16) 

Using tbe two potential approach, it is easy to set why there 
are ao strings attached to magnetic charges; magnetic charges 
and magnetic currents are associated with the vector potential 
if, white electric charges and corrects 'generate* A". Witb 
this dual system of potentials we have ao problem witb main
taining $ ( V « i l ) « 0 simultaneously with V-Sm Op £ 0. 

It is appropriate to mention, however, that tbe two poten
tial approach of CaUbbo and Ferrari does entail some possible 
difficulties. For example, it has been shown" that except under 
very restrictive conditions there it no tingle Lagrangian from 
which one can derive Maxwell's equations and the equations of 
motion for massive particles.13 This problem also extends into 
quantum electrodynamics (QED) because the Lagrasdan and 
its associated BamUtooian play a fundamental role in its formu
lation. 

With this ditcussjon as background material, I would like 
to describe to you another sort of monopole catted a vortoo." 
This object i* a stmletasskal configuration of generalised electro, 
magnetic charge and its associated electromagnetic field*, which 
satisfy tbe symmetrised Maxwell's equations. It hi constructed 
to he Invariant undar a certain 0(4) = 0(3)x0(3) subgroup of 
the coqformal group. 0(4) is the orthogonal group of rotations 
ia four dimensions, and 0(3) is the orthogonal group of rotations 
in ttree dimensions. One of these 0(3) groups is just tbe group 
of rotation* in three dimensional space. The other 0(3) describes 
toroidal rotations, akin to tbe vortex motion of a tmoVt ring." 
Thus the vortoa carries two different kinds of angular momen

tum — tbe usual kind, and a toroidal angular momentum. 
An artist's conception of a section of a vorton h shown in 

Fig. 3. Ben we see a doughnut-like object, which is simply 
one of the coordinate tnrfocea of a toroidal coordinate system." 
There la no epeclfic sis* predicted for this dougntauMIke object. 
One expects that vort«u can come In any size, just as photons 
can come with any wavelength. These results are directly tied 
to the dilltatios lavaliucc of Maxwell's equations. 

one can eliminate the Dirac string. Tata it done by modifying 

II but called the mvarlasce by tbe name *dyality luvariaace.* 
a This result U perhaps not unreasonable, sines missive par

ticles break conformal invariance, while Maxwell's equa
tions enjoy conform*! invariaae*. 

t> This hind of motion Is called poJoidal, and the moments 
associated with teem, anapotes.*4 



Fig. 3. Vortoc 
The snow* ia Fig. 3 Indicate thai the rotational motion 

• comprised of two components—one around the H U (along 
lion called paraDela) and tht other around tb« surface of the 
doughnut (along Hoe* called meridians). One CM apply the 
Bohr- Sommerfcld quantum condition to these angular momenta, 
(•emi-clascically) quantising Ibem in unit* of fk. Then, letting 
the energy of the configuration to a minimum, one obtain* spe
cific values for the magnitude of the electromagnetic charge Q 
of the rotten a* a function of the angular momentum quantum 
numbers. For one unit of angular momentum in each rotation, 
the result ia 

which using t'/Ke a 1/137 li equivalent to Q S 2S,B3s. 
Since tbe symmetrical Maxwell's equation! do sot aingle out 

any specific direction la the electromagnetic plane, this charge Q 
can be electric, magnetic, or la fact, any combination of electric 
and magnetic, aa long u the magnitude is 25,B3e. One obtains, 
then, a circle of radius 2S.B3< Is the generalised electromagnetic 
charge plane, where the duality angle e> ia arbitrary, as shown 
in Pig. 4. As indicated, the intersection* of this circle with the 
axes are where one would pbc* electric or magnetic vorton*. To 
set the scale of this circle, tbe locations of the electron and a 
(north) Dirac monopole are also shown. 

Vortons have another interesting feature. It turns out that 
as a result of the two rotations, the VOrtoa curies what is called 
topological charge, Topological charge li a global property of 
a field. That Is, It cannot be localised to any specific location, 
but rather is a function of the entire field distribution. A simple 
everyday analogy la a knot in a string. The knot isn't located 
at any particular point on the string, but rather its existence 
depends upon the configuration of tht string aa a whole. An
other, perhaps better, analogy Is the twist in a Mobins strip. 
Fig. S illustrate* this idea. The atrip labelled t has no twist and 
hence is equivalent to an object carrying • topological charge 
of sero. The strip labelled c is the usual MSbius strip with one 
half twist'* to the left and hence can be thought of as having 
a topological charge of minus oat. (I am tacitly assuming right 
hand twists art positive.) Strip d, then, with two (hair) twists 
to tbe left, has a topological charge of minus 2. Ifone now looks 
at atrip a, one e ta that it also bit two (half) twists, but in 
opposite direction*. It is easy to convince yourself that Bke a 
rubber band, one cant untwist this strip *"sd obtain at a at ip 
like that labelled p. That is, negative and positive topological 
charges can cancel each other. 

Fig. S. Topological charge illustrated by MSblna stripe. 
Now it hat been shown th-.t topological charge U a conserved 

quantity." Thus, one expects an object which Carrie* topological 
charge to be stable, unless it should encounter another such 
object carrying an opposite topological charge. One concludes, 
then, that if vortone are more than a mathematical curosity, 
they would be stable. 

M Actually It would be more appropriate to use a full twist 
i t equivalent to a unit of topological charge, but it in more 
convenient to depict haif-twnta io a slide. 
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b summarising their features, vartona could com* with any 
man, bat with » specific electromagnetic charge magnitude Q = 
BSMt. If one eoneidr* the duality angle <Mo be a true degree 
erf freedom, this Q could be anywhere on the circle shewn in Fig. 
4. 

Let u> now turn to the mainstream of preheat moaepole ef
forts. TbeH are baaed upon what an called non-Abellu gauge 
theories. Tbeie theories are extensions of eleetronugnetism, 
which is an Abdian gang* theory. I won't go into any detaib 
of gauge theories hoc, bat tor background, some of yon may 
be interested is reading one of tbe many articles' which ham 
been published on tbe subject. Fbr example, there is an excel
lent discussion of gauge theories by Gerard 1 Booft is Scientific 
American." 

It appears that particle interactions are amenable to a group 
theoretical description for which 

SU(3) x 51/(2) X r/(l) (IB) 

it the shorthand. SU(3) ie the color group which governs quan
tum cbromodyn amice, the underlying theory of tbe strong inter
action, SU(2) governs tbe weak interaction a"d V(l) quantum 
electrodynamics—that is, electromagnetiam. 

The idea hi that these three groups are subgroups of some 
larger group, and that the interactions which they describe are 
merely i"i;:rent beets of one basic or fundamental interaction, 
which would be associated that larger group. (It Is appropriate 
tb point out that the correct designation of this larger group 
has not yet been made. It js fair to say, however, that there 
are numerous theoretical candidates.) It Js in this way that a 
Grand Unification of the interactions would be achieved, and 
the theories which do this are called Grand Unified Theories or 
CUTs. 

AU of this is interesting fox monopole hunters, because it 
turns out thai these Grand Unified Theories haw monopoly 
as solutions to the field equations—grand unified moDopoIes, 
or GUM, J,, ( D c r | . In 1974 't Hooft" and Polyakov" inde
pendently showed tbat non-Abellan field equations had finite 
energy monopole solutions. These theories also avoid tbe Dirac 
string problem by elaborating tbe relationship between tbe field 
tensors and tbe potentials. In this case tbe relationship is 

where a, s, andc are group indices, labelling the gauge fields—that 
is, the photon as well as all of the other fields which are described 
by tbe group—and / , * * » the structure constants of tbe group. 

TJ»» Is a good discussion of Grand Unification for tbe in
tended layman by Hmard Georgi m SdentHic Aroeikau.w The 
theory be describes is an SU(5] theory, which breaks down into 
tbe subgroup product shown In Eq. (18). In ibis theory one ex
pects aioaepole solutions which might look as shown In Fig. 6. 
Ai a core, this monopole has an X boson, which carries a force 
which c u transmute quarks to leptens. The X boson Is expected 
to be very massive. It's mass it estimated to be - 101Jt7eV/c3. 
Outside Ibis core are virtual photons, gluons, weak interaction 
bosons, as well as quark-intiquark pairs. Tbe monopole is de
picted to be m layer* (which a n not to scale}, where each layer 
extends out from tbe central by an amount squal to the 
Compton wavelength of its major component. That, tbe radios 
of this monopolf is on the order of the site of a uueleon even 

though tbe monopole itself is estimated to b* even heavier than 
the X boson—10" GtV/t?, say. 

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a Grand Unified Monopole 
(GUM). 

Outside tbe monopole is a standard Coulomb-tike magnetic 
field. As one follows these magnetic lines of force from tbe out
side back through the surface of the monopole and into the in
terior, one finds that through the extra term on the right had 
side of Eq. (IS), the magnetic field begins to 'twist" In group 
space, gradually taking on the qualities ol the 'magnetic* field 
associated with the other bosons. Again, there is no magnetic 
charge. 

One would expect that instead of a Dirac string there would 
be these other magnetic-like fields coming back out from the 
monopole. But this does not, in fact, happen. Through a 
spontaneous symmetry breaking process the intermediate vec
tor bosons of the weak force hr.ve acquired mass, and hence 
their associated fields are of limited range {* « A/me •» 2 x 
10""sm). In tbe case of QCD, tbe color forces are thought to 
be confined—though this has never been conclusively demon
strated mathematically. Thus the QCD magnetie.linea cannot 
emanate from the monopole either, and one is left with as ob
ject which carries only the usual Coulomb-like magnetic field. 
It looks like a magnetic monopole from the outside, but inside 
there is no magnetic charge as such, iust a twist or kink in the 
fields. And there are no strings attached. 

The large mass of these GUMs results m behavior patterns 
which art qualitatively different from those of conventional par
ticles, which have masses on the scale of a few GeV or less, For 
example, If a GUM is travelling at a small fraction of the velocity 
of light, It carries an enormous amount of energy and momen
tum. Consequently, GUMs are very penetrating; a monopole 
travelling with a velocity v such that 0 = v/c a 1 0 _ 1 or even 
10"* can penetrate the entire earth. This penetration, of course, 
is aided by the fact tbat at low velocities, the energy lew per 
centimeter it very muck reduced. Another feature ie that at tire 
surface of the earth non-magnetic binding forces of GUMs to or
dinary atom* will be overcome by tbe graviasnnal force. Tbuv, 
monopoltt at rut would not be expected to remain at rest, but 
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Tig. 7 The Stanford monopole candidate event. Thia figure 
ii taken from the Stanford preprint that was subsequently pub-
llahed at Ref. U. 

would fall toward the center af the earth. It does turn out, 
however, that th< magnetic binding forces between a monopole 
and an atom or molicult with a large magnetic moment11 such 
as magnetite* iron ore, are strong enough to resist the gravita
tional force. Th'jt one anticipates that over the millennia GUMB 
may have become trapped in such materials. These rather novel 
aspects of anticipated monopole behavior have lead to novel ex
periment!, at lout by past standards, to detect them. 

The question is sow, "When are we with respect to the 
discovery of monopolar" We know that in 1886 Herts demon
strated the physical existence et radio waves, about 20 years 
after Maxwell wrote down his equations which predicted elec
tromagnetic waves. On the other hand, now in IBM, it m over 
SO years since Dirac predicted magnetic monopoles. 

Alter Dint's seminal paper, them followed a few monopole 
search experiments over the next several decades, but they all 
gave negative results. While this is an interesting history, I wont 
have time to cover it here. For those wish to pursue it, a good 
discussion of the history of monopole theory and experiment has 
been published by Amaldl.M 

I will pick up the story in 1681 when Bias Cabrera at Stan
ford University realised that if then were a law velocity compo
nent of GUMa in cosmic r»ys, that it would be quite conceivable, 
even probable, that for various reasons searchers up until that 
time would not have delected them. But more important, he 
realised that be had at bit disposal all of the apparatus, already 
built, with which AS could detect these cosmic GBMe. He had a 
four turn flip coil of 20 o n ' area (which was designed to measure 
the magnetic field in a magnetically shielded dewar), a SQUID, 
and a chart recorder. 

Detection of the monopoles would take plate tiling the induc
tion principle.33 This principle derives from a straight-forward 
application of Maxwell's equations. Each lime a GUM passes 
through a superconducting loop, there would be a small jump 
in the current flowing in that loop. This Jump would be equiv
alent to that which would be caused by a flux change of two 
Buxom threading tne coil. To set up hit experiment all Cabrera 
had to do was use his SQUID to monitor the current in the coil 
and feed its ontpul to the recorder. 

On February 14, I98Z be was rewarded with the spectacu
lar data shown to Fig. 7. At about 2 PM the current in the 
coil jumped by almost exactly the amount one would expect as 
a result of an object carrying one Dirac mononole (lft) going 
through the lour tan coH. From the chart recorder trace, one 
can easily see that system noise is very km and is not a prob
lem, from the three inserts in Fig. 7 one can conclude that 
normal routines such as transfer of Dqutd nitrogen or liquid he-
Gum wonld not lead to such as event. Cabrera also tried various 
mechanical perturbations but was sot able to generate any spu
rious f vents of comparable magnitude. News of this event spread 
quickly. So much interest and speculation was generated that 
Cabrera decided to publish" all he knew about it. Since he 
was not yet convinced that it was not some tort of background 
that he couldn't think of or that be couldn't produce upon com
mand, he made no claims of discovery, but only labelled the 
event a monopole candidate. At a possible background, he used 
this candidate event to set an upper limit on the cosmic ray 
GUM flux of 6,1 x. W^cm-U^tr-1. 

is Actually superconductivity it not an essential feature of the 
induction principle, but H makes the technique practical. 



Figure 8 show* «• what this event dW to the Interest in 
menopole phytic*. In left hand histogram the ordinate, labelled 
Tnterert,* it the total number of paper* in a given j ew that han 
the -word "monopole* or *dyon' In the title. Prior to 1973, there 
were only a few papen on moaopolta, and in many yean there 
were no papen at all. Since that time the interest In monopoles 
hat grown enormously. ThereareuowoutbeorderofiflOpapen 
per year being published on various aspects of menopole phyiica. 
While the present Interest in the theory of monopolea was initi
ated by the monopole solutions found by 1 Uooft and Poryakov, 
by now monopolet are m a to have important implications in 
many other discipline", such at astrophysics and cosmology. It 
it dear, Iben, (bat the discovery of a monopob would be ex
tremely important and would have far-reaching consequences, 
indeed. 
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Fig. 8. This figure, which hlilogranu the number of 
published moaopole papen, is an updated version of 
one compiled by J. Preskill,84 Thin data comes from the 
SPIRES data bate at SLAC, nod I with to thank R. 
Gra for aetMance in its preparation. 
The right hand histogram it the subset of the Ma] number 

of papen (given ID the left hand histogram) that one would call 
•experimental* That i», they either propose an experiment, de-
acribe a. specific experiment, or discuss tome aspect of monopoly 
experiments, neb a* energy loss. One tees here the peats en
gendered by t l» Price announcement3* of the discovery of a 
monopole is * cosmic ray experiment using a track-etch tech
nique, now retracted," and the 1982 Cabrera aeaepole can
didate event obtained using the Induction technique. Today 
there are many different techniques being used to March for 
monopoles, and eves if no events at all are found In the next 

. several yean, 1 expect the interest level win conhMMK to remain 
Ugh. 

Of these various experimental techniques, I would like to 
start with a brief description of the Induction technique. It is 
such an elegant application of the phenomenon of superconduc
tivity, and at such h> an appropriate topic for thai conference. 
The principle follow* directly from the symmetrised Maxwell's 
equationa, that la, from the equation Involving QxB and the 
magnetic current §. 

A physical representation of the theory it givtn In Fig. 9. In 
the upper picture we tee a north magnetic pole approaching a 
superconducting loop. The notion of lb* pole, of tonne, means 
that then It n magnetic anient towing from left to the right. 
At the pole get* deter to the loop, we tee, at a result of the 
MelttnerelTed, the lux lines deforming to avoM the loop. After 
the pole hat patted through the loop, we tee that tome flux 

Duet are left linking th-s loop, and at a consequence there it an 
associated electric current flowing in the loop. The teste oft hie 
current it indicated by the usual arrow lisad and tail symbols. 
At advertised, w* tee that the teste of this electric current in 
relation to the generating magnetic current ia given by a left 
hud rule. Finally, in the bottom picture we aee the monopsle 
moving away from the loop. The loop remains with a residual 
current flowing in it to maintain the Increment of additional 
flux now linking It. The flux from the monepole itself no longer 
thread* the loop; II hat broken avay by a process depicted in 
tbt insert. The current Increment A / it given by 

£>I^4*ng/L, (20) 

where n it the number of tarns in the detection coil, j ia the 
aonopole charge, tad £ is the inductance of the coil and its 
associated detection circuitry. 

Supeteenduciirq LDSP 

Fig. ». Principle of induction tech
nique, after Cabrera u 

Figure 10 ia a schematic depiction of a typical Induction 
experiment. Inside a superconducting ahleld the detection coil 
it shown feeding a SQUID, also inside a superconducting shield. 
These two components muet be well shielded in order to avoid 
spurious algnals or huge noise backgrounds due to Bnetnationa 
In the ambient magnetic field. To give yea u idea of the care 
that experimenters will take, the shielding in the initial Stanford 
experiment provided 180 db of isolation from external magnetic 
field changes, and the field at tbe detector coll was about 50 
naaogauas. You will recall that the earth's magnetic field is 
about bah*at 
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Fig. 10. Schematic of a typical induction detector. 



The SQUID, which stands for Superconducting QUutum 
Interference Device,isthe key component of tbe Induction, de
tector. As moil of you know, It ii a, moat elegant application in 
the macroscopic domaia of the quantum mechanics of supercon-
ductivity. And lines SQUIDs an extremely MDiitive devices, 
they are perfectly adapted to tbe challenge of directly detecting 
as individual elementary particle. But it would be presumptu
ous of me to tell this group how a SQUID operates, to I shall 
refrain. For those of you who would like to know about recent 
developments in SQUID technology, I see from the conference 
program that there will be several sessions on SQUIDs and their 
applications. And, in fact, conn of the papers will be discussing 
SQUIDs in conjunction with monopoie detectors. 

When an induction experiment Is properly set up, one only 
has to look at tbe recorder output once a day, say, and make sure 
that the liquid nitrogen and helium levels are adequate. Liquid 
transfers can be automatic, or made manually as required. Typ
ically, far experiments now la progress, on the chart recorder 
there are also records of magnetic fields, mechanical vibration, 
line voltages, etc These are rehired to as 'counter insurgency* 
measures. For example, the aeetltrometers are sensitive enough 
to detect the slamming of laboratory doors. If an event should 
occur, tbe first thing the experimenter would do would be to 
check the traces of all of the counter insurgency records to see 
if the event could be associated with some kind of background 
disturbance. 

Figure 11 depicts tbe configuration of She Stanford group's 
present detection apparatus. This apparatus has brcn operating 
since January 1983. The major improvement ia this experiment 
over their initial one is tbe use ei three orthogonal detection 
loops, complete with a calib-atloa coil. They periodically puke 
the calibration coil to assure themselves that the detection loops 
are functioning and the amplifiers are set to tbe proper gain. 
The present arrangement has an eflec.ive sensing area ot 476 
cm 3 (averaged over *r iteradlaas) for double coincidence events. 
The direct detection area tea a monopole passing through two 
(or three) of tbe loops, which will give a coincidence signal, is 71 
en?. It turns out that If a monopole passes star the loops but 
does not go through any of them, one stills expects an induced 
signal, though considerably smaller than the direct signal. This 
leads to a near miss signature whkh is (till adaquatdy above 
background, contributing another 4ft£ en? of effective detector 
area

ta November of last year, tbey pubBshed" a description 
of this detector and the results of about four months of data 
taking. The results wen negative and gave an upper limit of 
3.7 x 10"» cm-'sec-'sr- 1 (with a W8S confidence level) for 
monopofee of any mass at any velocity passtsg through tbe 
earth's surface. This result towered their previous flux limit" 
by a factor of 38. This number includes the near miss detection 
area. But since there are no events, one does not need to be
come embroiled in questions about the validity of any near miss 
evecta. There aren't any events to argue about. 

By now they have added In excess al another year to this 
chta sample and itlU have not seen any events. Thus, they have 
reduced tbe upper limit yet further —by more than a factor of 
ISO below the rate implied by the initial intent candidate. 

in order to set yet lower rare limits using- the induction tech
nique, one mast make larger loops and put them in larger de-
wars. Bat these larger bops have more area and consequently 

a n more sensitive to fluctuations ia the background Gelds. This 
problem is compounded because larger loops tend to have larger 
inductance aad hence by Eq. (20) will yield smaller signals. 

Fig. 11. Present Stanford mooopote .eteetor apparatus.39 

One technique to aoeberaw the problem of greater vulner
ability of targe coUs to noise, which was suggested by Claudia 
"fescue and her collaborators a! IBM,1' ia called a high-order 
gradiometer. The Idea of a high-order gradiometer is to wind 
the detection loop in such a way that the sense of the coupling 
to a uniform magnetic field alternates over the surface area of 
the loop. The mere alternations there are, the higher the ordei 
of tbe gradiotntter. Through careful construction one can use 
this idea to c u e d out not only the uniform field coupling, but 
also as many ot the higher order terms In the Fourier expansion 
of a more general field as one wishes. 

This Idea !• demonstrated in Fig. 12. One starts with a 
single (square) loop, as shown at the upper left hand comer, 
labelled a. The plus sign indicates the sense of the coupling, 
One can then combine this loop with one of equal area, hut of 
opr»-:'~ "~x aa shown in Fig. 124. It la clear that there Is no 
coupling of this (composite) loop lo a uniform field. One can 
then replicate the loop again, to achieve additional cancellation, 
as shown in Fig. 12c In Fig. 124 this step U carried one step 
further la both the x and y directions. At this point, one sees 



that If one 1* clever, some of the wires can be eliminated, because 
cer&uctf the adjacent areas have the same coupling aenae. Car
rying tall step out yielda the configuration ahown la Fig. lie. 
This last atop la useful became it not only atmpUfie* the loop 
construction but also reduce! tbe loop luduelance, increasing 
the expected signal level. 

(ol 

to larger loops the algnal falls as IvT rather than t/L, where L 
is the inductance of the loop, litis approach also enables one to 
improve the impendence match between the detector loop and 
the SQUID, eliminating the seed for a matching transformer. 
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Fig. 11. Representation of gradiometer principle, after Ref. 31. 
A similar idea baa leen independently suggested by Henry 

Ffieeh and hie coUaboiatom at the University of Chicago, Fenni-
lab, and Michigan.*2 Their variation, which they eat) mecrame, 
ia tlluatrated in Fig. 13. Again the full loop are* la subdi
vided into smaller areas or cells with opposite coupling; senses; 
the word macrami waa> choaen because the wiring was originally 
strung by hand on a 1.6 mm circuit board. The solid lines rep
resent wires on the front aide of the board, the dashed lines, 
wires behind. The arrows indicate the sense of the current flow 
through the wires. 

Subdividing tbe loop area, as illustrated in Figs. IS and 
IS, alto haa the advantage tbat tbe total loop area can be made 
larger with reipett to the cross section of any givsn dewar. When 
a monopole penetrates the lupenwnducting shield it will leave 
trapped lhntone, which will tend to cancel oat Ike signal directly 
induced by the monopole in the detector loop. The decoupling 
distance between an oidinary loop and tbe fluxoua trapped in 
the superconducting shield goes like the loop diameter, while the 
decoupling distance for a subdivided loop goes Cite tbe cell sise. 
Conaeqettently, for given a dewar awe, gradiometer coih> can be 
made larger! and hence more sensitive, than simple coils. 

Them ia another very simple way to Improve the perfor
mance large Induction detectors; it is called a aeries-parallel 
gradlcmettr," and ll sketched In Fig. 14. In Fig. 14a one aees 
two loops in parallel with a common diagonal, is which one con
nects tbe SQUID input as ahown. It ia a gradiometer because 
the coupling these two loops to a uniform field ia of opposite 
sense. In Fig. Hit one sees how the diagonal can be rerouted to 
give a higher order gradiometer. With this scheme, aa one goes 

Fig. 13, Macrame (radiometer pattern, taken from Ref. 32, 

X. 1 sous 'sw: 
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Prodiomelsr 

Fig. 14. Distributed aeriea-parallel gradiomater, taken from 
Ref. 33. 

With this rather short summary of the induction technique 
used for moaopoh detection, I would now like to show you some 
of the operating asd projected induction experiments. Two of 
these haw data samples roughly comparable in magnitude to 
tbat of the second generation Stanford detector shown in Fig. 
11. 

Figure IS depicts s monopcie detector constructed by tbe 
IBM group. It baa planar gradiometer detector* on tbe six sides 
of a rectangular parallelepiped aa shown, and a valid tnonopole 
signal requires a coincidence between any two of these plane*. 
Its area of 10 s cm 1 makes it about twice the (effective) aiae of 
tbe present Stanford device shown in Fig. 11. The IBM group 
started data making with this device on October 3,1883, some
what later than the Stanford detector, and bat MB essentially 
continuously without any monopole signal Since they have seen 
no events, the present data of tail experiment itself reduce* tbe 
limit by a factor of about 200 timea below that Implied by tbe 
original event candidate. 
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Fig. is . Current IBM monopoly detector, furnished by P. 
Chiudhari. 

The other major contribution to the reduction of the present 
aamk GUM fcux limit by the induction technique cornel from a 
device being operated by the Chicago-FermilabMichigin collab
oration. Details of this detector were reported** at the Monopole 
•83 Conference at ADD Arbor.11' The detector consists of too 
60 cm diameter loop* of tbemacmnC design- The effective area 
of these loops taken together is 2100 cm 1, about twice tbit or 
the present IBM device. The ambient field at the detector coil 
in this device Is in the rungs of 1 to 10 milligauM. This means 
that when one construct! larger detector*, such heroic shielding 
efforts, such as Implemeottd in the first Stanford experiment, 
win not be required.3' 

The collaboration started taring data on August 29, 1683, 
and have been operating tht detector for over a year now. Since 
they have teen no monopole events, this accumulated ana-time 
product is also about 200 times the original Stanford sample. 
Together these three induction experiments reduce the cosmic 
GUM flux limit by an estimated factor of about S00, or almost 
to u r ^ e m - V s r - 1 . 

This Implies strongly) but not conclusively! that the origi
nal Stanford monopole candidate was some kind of background. 
Consequently, too motivation tor more sensitive experiment* 
tends to become decoupled from that original Stanford event 
and focusses on a much smaller flux, the so-called Parker limit,3' 
which is -. «)-•» c m - V « r - 1 . 

The Perks? limit » derived bom the fact that the galac
tic magnetic field ia observed to have a mean strength in the 
neighborhood 3 to S mierogausi." Tt» existence of such a Held 
Is incompatible with a magnetic monopole Sux In excess of the 
Parker limit. The reason Is simply that if there are too many 
monopoles moving through this galactic Setd, they will extract 
enough energy from the magnetic field <o *nuench* it. This 
Ihxi;, which turns out to be a function of monopole man, is plot
ted in Fig, 16. Should moaopoles turn out to be heavier than 

r* This report la also an excellent reference tor mas* of the 
other experimental efforts which are not covered here. 

IT AD NBS group at Boulder has successfully operated some
what smsTljr Induction detector in an ambient flsld of 3 
milllgauss."* 

about 10 ! r GeV/c* their mams reduces this quenching effect and 
the upper limit increases. B monopolee should be heavier than 
the Planck mats, the flux Emit is determined ty the » " H " 
amount of mass which monopoles could contribute to the mass 
of the galaxy and to the universe. In this range, If monopoles 
are assumed to be heavier, fewer of tbrm a n permitted, and the 
limit becomes smaller a* the assumed monopole mi 
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Fig. 16. Parker limit on cosmic ray 
GUM SuK as a function of monopole 
mass. The information ia this figure 
la extracted from tut. 37. The esti
mated COT man of 10" GeV/c* and 
the Planck mass of 1.22 x !©•» GeV/c*, 
(ftc/t7)l, where G is Newton's gravita
tional constant, are also indicated. The 
velocity « = lO^c is typical of what 
one might expect for cossdc monopoles. 
The shape of the curve will vary some
what with velocity. 

For completeness, 1 should mention that there are other as-
trophyslcal limits" on the possible monopole flux, some of which 
are considerably smaller than the Parker limit. But since the 
derivation of these limits usually entails additional assump'jons 
and are consequently leas secure, I will pot cover them here. 

frith the thought of approaching th« Parker limit, the IBM 
group has formed a. collaboration wit* Brookhaven National 
Laboratory and is presently building a larger detector as shown 
In Fig. 17. It it essentially a sealed-up version of the present 
IBM device but with an elective coincident detection area of 
3.6 m 5 . They hops to start looking for nosopolea with this de
vice in 1685. If it operates successfully, they would view it as a 

Fig. 17. Scben»tfeofaprototypeoffnture]Bhfmonopote 
detector, furnished by P. Chavdhui. 



prototype for a proposed detector farm comprised of perhaps as 
many aa 20 such unite. Such a group of detectors conM reach 
the Parker limit id a. couple of yean of operation. 

Figure 18 schematically depkte the detector *hich the Stan
ford group is presently constructing.3* The detector apparatus 
will be placed in a dewar meararing 3 feet in diameter by 22 feet 
long, baring a 42**? cryogenic compartment SO iacbea in diam
eter by 20 feet long. These dimension are dictated by the fact 
that the dewar already exists; H was used to house a prototype 
gravitational wave antenna. Using a aecoBshand dewar baa at 
least two advantages. It saves some money, and it enables the 
group to get on the air sooner. Aa shown, they presently plan 
to use an eight aided array of series-parallel gradJomeUr panels, 
each feeding its own SQUID. A two-fold coincidence signal will 
be used. The large length to diameter ratio of their geometry 
permits them to leave elf end panels without significant, loss in 
effective area. The effective tenting area of this proposed detec
tor, averaged over 4s- ateradians, is IJ m*. They plan to be on 
the air in early 1985. 
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Fig. 18. Future Stanford monopolc detector, furnished 
byM.Tab«. 
There Is a very interesting series of induction experiments 

being carried out by a group at Kobe University In Japan.** 
Scbematiceofiheirfirirttwodetectorsarf. given in Fig. 1ft. Kobe 
I U a three turn superconducting coil of 8 cm diarjKtir, and 
Kobe II is a 2 turn coil of U em diameter. These detector coils 
were placed below oveaa which contained charges of old iron ore, 
magnetic sand, and maghemlte. These charges were then heated 
to above their Curie temperatures, the point at whirh they lose 
their natural magnetism. The idea is that if there should be 
iny monopotcs trapped in these materials, they will become un
bound at the Curie temperature. The nrnopoles, responding to 
the earth's gravitational force, Will then fall toward the crater 
of the earth, passing through the deti jtkm coDa. Kobe I baa 
examined 428.1 kg of material and Kobe II, S14.S kg. Taken 
together, these two experiments set an experimental* limit of 
almost 10"* D»nopol«/|p. 

p These experiments ban n u a total of 1010 + 70S = 17B5 
hours. CofkSHuentJy, they also serve to set a Omit on the 
' H ray OOM flax, but it Is much smaller than the al-
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Fig. 18. Schematic depictions of the KOBE I, and 
KOBE II detectors, furnished by T. Watanabe. 
The Kobe group is now planning along these Sues a much 

larger experiment in conjunction with Kobe Steel Ltd. They 
plan to place two 21 cm diameter, 2 turn coils below the conveyor 
of a sintering furnasce, *B this way they can examine iron ore 
for monopoles at a rate of about SO tons/month. They hope to 
have this apparatus operating by the summer of IMS. 

I would now like to take a few moments to teli you about 
% monopole search experiment that Steve St. Loraot and 1 are 
working on at SLAC. It is a tow budget experiment featuring a 
uoea superconducting magnet obtained from Argonne National 
Laboratory. A schematic of the experimeiita] amngmeqt ie 
shown in Fig. 10. The magnet is about 2 it Lug hu I 1 
cm warm bore, and a central Geld of 50 kiiogausg Tbe idea ia 
that thin magnetic field can accelerate monopoles from a source 
into in electros multiplier tube (EMT), which is used u a de
tector. In the present configuration we are using a tungsten 
filament as a source. Small samrlea can be placed on this fila
ment and heated, "boiling off* .the monopoles. They will then 
be accelerated by the adenoidal field and detected by tbu EMT. 
To eliminate any multiple scattering or energy loss, the source 
is in a common vacuum system with the EMT; tbe vacuum is 
better than 10"' torr, which corresponds io a mean free path of 
> 50 m. 

It is amusing to calculate the capability of this apparatus 
as a monopole accelerator. Tbe kinetic energy KB (in electron 
volts) picked np by a monopole of strength s in travelling a 
distance Hem) along a magnetic field B (gauss] ia given by 

KE t. MOBcj/e, (21) 

where the factor 300 is used to convert slatvolts to volts Eq. 
(21) tells us that for Dirac monopoies we have a 203 GcV ac
celerator — not bad, considering its sine in comparison to mere 
conventional accelerators. 

But more to she point, we can use Eq. (21) and the fact that 
the EMT can deter! no* carrying (even less than) 1 keV to as
certain the capability of this aaparatna aa a monopole detector. 
The region of sensitivity of our apparatus in term* of monopole 
charge and nxmopote mass is indicated by the sbaded part of 
Fig- 21. F T light objects, the uniting factor for deteclabilily 

re A similar experiment has been proposed by a Wisconsin 
group.*' 
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Fig. 20. SLAC monopole accelerator and detector. 
it kinetic energy, and we bave arbitrarily taken thi* limit to be 4 
leeV, well above the energy of detectable ions from the iungsten 
filament. (Actually, electrons of only WO eV are detectable; they 
yield about two secondary electrons.) For objects heavier than 
a tungsten ion (-170 GeV/c*), we auume that to be detectable 
they mual bave a velocity at least equal to that of a * keV 
tungsten ion {fi ss Z x 10"'). 

Unfortunately, we nee from Fig. 21 that this apparatus can-
sot detect a GUM; even with an energy of 20D GtV, it would 
have a fi ~ 2x 10~?, much too low for detectabjlity. Actually, we 
don't consider this to be a serious problem; we believe that there 
are already enough people looking for GUMs. Rather, we view 
our experiment as adding diversity to the search for monopoles. 
Tbe experimental regions that this detector is uniquely capable 
of exploring is the region of very small magnetic charge. One 
sees that this apparatus can detect monopoles with charge al
most as small as 10~'go. 

This is virgin territory' and at such is tbe experimental 
motivation for this effort. However, we note that there are also 
lOBie theoretical proposals which fall within the shaded region 
of Fig. 21. One is the electro-weak monopole, shown with a unit 
Dlrac charge and a mast of about 10s GrV/e8. Such an object 
might be expected in an SO(3) theory, such as that explored by 
't Hooft." Another possibility it a vorton atom. 

One arrives at tbe notion of a vorton atom by tbe following 
line of reasoning. If the angle 9 is a true degree of freedom, 
then one could suppose that a vorton would seek a potential 
minimum by becoming electrically positive and binding electrons 
to it. This minimum is at *> = #/2, for which the vorton charge 
will be + 25.83s. In such a situation, one expects it to bind 26 
electrons, making a quasi-iron atom. But If 8 it a true degree 
of freedom, then it should have associated with it j kT, where 
k is Boltsman's constant nod T it temperature, ft is shown 
i s Appendix A that one expects inch an atom to have am mm 
magnetic charge equivalent to ~ 10"'e, well below the range of 
sensitivity of prior monopele searches.*'1 

)n fact, the best experimental limit to the abundance of such 
atoms is given by quark searches in bulk matter. Such searches 
would give a signal because a vorton atom cannot be electrically 
neutral; the quasi-iron vorton atom would have a charge of 

110 This fact was noted some yean ago by Utachev," who at 
the same time pointed out that all of the derivations of the 
Dirac quantisation condition |«.c, Boa. (8) or (9)| bad Saws 
and should not be fnUy trotted. 

111 Tbe most extensive nunopole searches in bulk matter have 
been done at Berkeley.*1 They ham wammerl about SO kg 
of various materials with a sensitivity ranging to as low as 
0-03 f», which it equivalent to »lower limit of ~ 2e. These 
searches would, of course, have detected magnetic vortone 
with © = O'JI «, but would not be able to see vorton atoms 
carrying g -»Mr**. 

-0.17c. If one wishes to avoid questions of what various refin
ing processes might do these atoms, one should focus primarily 
on searches in unrefined natural materials. The best published 
search that I know of In this category, which addresses the ques
tion of quark charges at the ±e/6 level, yields for objects carry
ing a charge of either 5t/6 or -e /6 a limit (with a SS% confidence 
level) of no more than 8 (and consistent with lero) in 65 fig of 
native mercury.** 
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Fig. 21. Plot showing the region of sen
sitivity of SLAC monopole detector, with 
monopole magnetic charge and monopole 
mats at the coordinates, The tungsten ion 
calibration point, which gives the limits of 
delegability, is indicated. 

As one might surmise, in our experiment it turns out that 
the site of the (natural) sample which one heats with tbe fila
ment is severely limited by outgassing sod the lost of a good 
vacuum. Consequently, our present efforts consist of trying to 
devise ways to concentrate monopotet from natural materials 
onto oar tungsten filament. So far we bave seen no monopoles. 

A very simple and inexpensive method that has general ap
plication far detecting mononajet It the track-etch technique, 
which was pioneered by P.B. Price and Us associates. This 
teiauiq^ehaalieenueedraexperimeritskiseuchioTnwnopoles 
in natural materials, accelerator experiments, and cosmic rays. 
The detection technique depends upon tbe radiation damage 
that is done when a highly ionising particle, either electrically 
or magnetically charged, passes through certain materials. 

The principle of the experimental process shown in Fig. 22. 
In Fig. 22a, a particle of (electrical) of charge Z and initial 
A- it shown entering the detector material. Above a certain 
threshold, kmiiation damage for electrically charged particles it 
a function of Z/fit; for magnetically charged particles, (to list 
order) there isn't any velocity dependence. The little wiggfy 
lines along the (doited) track denote radiation damage along 
the track. This track »I="»"M|» can remain dormant In the ma
terial over extended periods of time—even many thousands of 
yean, ft hat been found that the chemical etch rate ot cer
tain materials is increased in the region of radiation damage. 



The detection material ia 'developed,* much as a photographic 
negative is developed. Plastics such a> Lexan and CR-39 are 
examples of detection materials; for these, sodium hydroxide ia 
the chemical that ia used as the etching solution. Ai shown in 
Fig. 226, when the material ia put into an etching solution, some 
of the material dissolves. At the same time, due to the increased 
etcb rate, pits are formed along the track. If the aheets are left 
in the etching solution long enough, then holes will he etched 
through the sheets, as ebown is Fig. 22c. The minimum de
tectable charge, which will result in such a hole, depends upon 
the strength of the solution, the etching temperature, and the 
duration of the etch. H is an easy matter to scan large areas for 
auch boles. 

(a) 4z'D- <b> (=> ..-•£': 
Fig. 22. Illustration of charged particle detection 
by the track-etch technique, furnished by P. B. 
Price. 

Track-etch experiments are very suitable for use in an ac
celerator environment because tfaey are essentially insensitive 
to minimum ionizing particles. Thua, aheeta of plaatic can be 
wrapped around a poaaible monopole aource, such aa the in
teraction point of a storage ring, and left for extended periods 
of time —even aa much as a year or more. They can then be 
removed, etched, and scanned for tracks. 

The limits set by several track-etch experiments, aa well aa 
Borne other accelerator experiments"3 are given in Fig. 23. Ex
cept for the SPSC experiment,45 these limits reach well below 
the QED point croaa section and the weak interaction cross sec
tion. Therefore, to search further in the mass range accessible 
to present accelerators would have to be motivated by thoughts 
of some more exotic production mechanism. Of course, as new, 
more energetic accelerators become available, it is important to 
search their products for monopoles (as well as other possible 
particles]. 

Track-etch experiments looking for cosmic ray monopolea, in 
particular GUMs, have also been performed. Relative !o induc
tion experiments, however these experiments have the disadvan
tage that they are not sensitive to monopolea with low velocity. 
A recent experiment reported by a collaboration of Japanese 
groups,54 which has exposed cellulose nitrate (CN) sheets of a 
total area of about 100 m J for 3.3 years, estimate their sensi* 
tivity to cut off below jS = 0,03. Their limit, labelled *DOKE 
(CN)*, is plotted in Fig. 24. (My apologies to the met alt' of 
the experiments shown in Fig. 24; the full list of authors will be 

IK Fig. 23 ia not a complete representation of all accelera
tor experiments-, older results, and results yielding less re-
strictive limits are omitted. For a more complete coverage 
consult Re?. 63. 

found in the references.) Experimenters at Berkeley56,58, who 
have exposed arrays of CR-39 at high altitude, calculated that 
they were sensitive for monopoles with 0 > 0.007. Their flux 
limit, labelled "BKLV, is also plotted in pig. 24. Their calcu
lated velocity limit is indicated by a short vertical line at 0 — 
0.007. 
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Fig. 23. Production cross section limits 
(at the 95% confidence level) of some mag
netic monopole experiments performed at 
accelerators. Reference numbers are in 
parentheses. The solid lines represent di
rect searches by the track-etch technique 
and the dished lines, indirect searches (gen
erally involving magnetic extraction from 
samples subsequent to exposure). 

Recently it has been argued57 that the repulsive diamagnetic 
interaction between the GUM and atoms in the plastic detection 
sheets will result in a region of sensitivity in CR-39 at 0 - 10 - 1 . 
It iB further argued that if the monopole Bhould be bound to 
a proton, then the sensitivity would be enhanced even more; 
monopole-proton composites in the intervening velocity region 
would also be detectable, and the track-etch sensitivity in CR-
39 would extend from 0 - 1 down to 0 ~ 3 x 1 0 - 6 . This 
line of argument leads to an extension to the original Berkeley 
result. This extension, labelled "PRICE (CR-39),* has also been 
plotted in Fig. 24. 

Such an extension finds some theoretical support, for it has 
b?en argued55 that cosmic ray GUMa would, in fact, be bound to 
a proton. There is an additional complication, however. It has 
been pointed out that for certain GUTs, monopoles will eataj-
ize nudeon decay. 5 5 , 4 0 If this iB true, the proton in the bound 
state of monopole and proton would decay, probably with a life
time too short lo be useful for the track-etch detection tech
nique. But while this possibility would militate against the ex
tension of the track-etch technique to low velocities, it affords 
another way to search for cosmic ray GUMs—a method called 
"catalysis." Monopole catalyis experiments are being performed 
as a by-product of experiments looking for the decay of the 
proton, which is predicted as a consequence of Grand Unified 
Theories. Several experiments utilising this method have been 
reported."-'3 The first of these" gives the best flux limit and 
is plotted in Fig. 2C labelled "ERREDE (CAT).* 

Before going on to the ioniiation experiments, I should men
tion one other interesting track-etch experiment.*4 The detector 
is a 13.5 cm 1 piece of mica, etched with hydrofluoric acid. This 
experiment is of interest because of its very low Mux rate limit, 
which is plotted in Fig. 24 aa 'PRICE (MICA)." The low rate 
derives from the long exposure time—<-6 x 10" years.- However, 
when one contemplates the significance of this result, some cau
tion ia advised. Mica is not a particularly sensitive material 
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Fig. 24. Experimental limits on the cosmic ray flux 
(at the 1 event laval). The Parker limit ja indicated 
for purposes of comparison, 

for the track-etch technique, and, ID fact, li not sensitive enough 
to detect a monopole carrying (at any velocity) a Dirac charge. 
At a way around thli problem, tbe authors have assumed that 
the moDopole haa captured a nucleus—aluminum, ray. While 
the authon put forth arguments why nuclear capture should 
occur, one ahould bear In mind that even if thee* arguments are 
valid, then an a couple of difficulties with this assumption: I) 
if the monopole has already captured a proton, as auggeated by 
Brace! et a}.,** then the necessary (subsequent) nuclear capture 
would probably not occur (and a GltM + proton would not 
leave an detectable tract in mica) and 2) if monopoles catalyse 
nucleon decay,*1,10 then the menopole would probably not apend 
enough time bound to either a proton or to a nucleus to make 
an detectable track, 

In addition to tbe induction and track-etch experiments, 
then a n alto numerous experiments that use iooisation to fur
nish tbe GUM signal. Before the advent of the massive cosmic 
ray GUM, no one worried vary much about whether there would 
be enough knuaatioa atone; a monopole track; early calculations 
showed0* that the energy lost of a monopole was comparable 
to that of a particle of charge a; the ratio (to first order) of 
their energy losses, was shown to be {jpfqp. Consequently, for 
even moderate velocities, the lane anticipated charge of the 
monopole would Insure a alaable signal, which would be easy to 
detect 

But conme ray OUMa a n expected to be alow, possibly even 
very stow, and the energy Ion along the track of a low velocity 
moDOpole had lo be considered In detail. This hat now been 
done,"'" and the results an plotted in Fig. 25. Also indicated 
is Fig. 25 is the earth's velocity around the tun, 0 = 10"'. 
Since for an earth borne detector, this velocity would add to 
that or any cosmic object, II affords a conservative target for the 
(lower limit of) velocity sensitivity of a cosmic ray monopole 

experiment. While there still may he soma dispute about the 
lower cutoff of ioniiation deteeton, II appears to be a safe bet 
that a carefully designed experiment looking for kmlaatioa by 
ernventional techniques can see monepolas down to ? equals a 
few timet 10"*. 
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Fig. 25. Energy lots by ionitatlon (See 
text). 

The curve in Fig. 25 labelled "DreC et al.* refers lo what is 
now known as tbe *DreU Mechanism,**' a shifting of the atomic 
energy levela due to the huge monopole Held, which has a high 
probability of leaving the atoms along the monopole track in an 
excited state. This curve indicates thai apaeiauV designed ex
periments baaed upon this mechanism eta get down to perhaps 
0 ~ 2 x I0~*. These considerations show that then is a ve
locity region when the induction experiments an unique, but it 
isn't very large. There is a recently repr :ed experiment*1 which 
utilizes the DreU Mechanism, plotted i: Fig. 24 as "KAJ1N0 
(DM).* This experiment, at 3.9 m (wkih) by 3,2 m (length) 
by -A m (height), is large relative to present induction experi
ments, but it is small e» spared to its competition in iontcation 
experiments. They report their lower velocity cutoff to be at 
/J ~ 3X10- ' . 

Ionization experiments bave the advantage that they can be 
made very much larger than the induction experiments. While 
a large sin, of course means a large cost, such experiments can 
do more than just look for monopoles, making it easier to Justify 
the large cost. The largest operating {oslsation experiment"3 

—sometimes referred to aa the Baksan experiment alter its lo
cation in the Soviet Union—baa a surface area of 16 m by H m 
and standi II m tad. Then a n same pobUsbed results" from 
this otperiment, which am plotted in Fig. M labelled 'ALEX-
EYBV.* Since that publication, additional data haa been taken 
and these results have been updated.1* This updated tux level 
Emit ie also indicated in Fig. 24, labelled "CHTJDAKOV * 

Then are numerous other experiments using lonisation to 
furnish the detection aignaL Without going over these in de
tail, I have juat plotted the mora recent results in Fig- 24. For 
purposes of comparison, the rate tmpued by the original Cabr
era event and an estimate of the present induction limit a n 
also indicated. I include Table I to give a brief description of 
the apparatus of these experiments and indicate the appropriate 
references. 

lis Actually, some of the proton decay experiments are larger, 
such as Errede et a/.," which hat an effective area of 550 
m'. But these generally look tor monopolss via catalysis, 
which is mon tenuous as a signature. 



APPENDIX A 
TABLE I 

Reference Detector Area X Solid Angle 
Tarle7' Scintillator 17.5 m'ar 
Groom" Scintillator 1.7 n V 
Mashimo" Scintillator K m ' i r 
Barteli'* Prop. Cntr. 5.7 tr? x 4sr*r 
Kajino** Scintillator 

(Stage I) 
11 m V 

Kajino (DM)« Prop. Cntr. 
(Stage 11) 

24,7 m*«r 

Bonuelli" Scintillator 36 m V 
Bkly5* CR-39 15 m 1 

Bklyw CR-» 16 m 2 

Price (CR-») W Same as Bkly"-" 
Krisbauwamyn Prop. Cnlr. 218 m'sr 
Alexeyev,*8 Liq. Scint. 1850 m V 

Chiidakov™ 
Er.cc"- (CAT)11 ficrenfaov 550 m 3 x 4ir ST 
Dok. iCW) M Cellulose Nitrate 1 0 0 m 3 x ~ 6 s r 
Price (10CA)W Mica 13.5 cm3 

Cabrera Induction 20 em' 
Candidate" 

Stanford61 Induction 476 cm' X 4* w 
IBM11-" Induction 1000«m* 
CFM" Induction 2100 em3 x 4K ar 

Unfortunately, I don't have time to describe tome of the 
n<ore exotic techniques, such at a acoustic detection," detec
ts u by superconducting phase changes," or by optical pump
ing raagnelometty,1' which various groups are investigating. In 
addition to these efforts, there are definite plant to build large 
detectors of a more conventional son. For example, a Japanese 
collaboration" it setting up a 1000 *n3 track-etch detector nsing 
CR-39. Another very interesting proposal it one submitted by 
a collaboration of ten European groups aa well aa half a doien 
from the United State*. The proposal Is to install a detector of 
1000 m 3 sensitive area (/» 10* m'sr) in tbe experimental hall 
of tbe Gran Sitae Laboratory in Italy." In a year's operation 
of such a detector a flux at the Parker limit would yield three 
detected events- The Gran Saeto scheduling committee will be 
looking at this proposal (as well aa othera), and I am told that 
stay make » decision at early a* December of this year. 

It it clear Iron tbe magnitude and diversity of these efforts 
we think thai monopdea are important—perhaps even funda
mental, I bop* I have convinced you aa well. II we could only 
findc-se. 
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An estimate of the rmt magnetic charge of a vorton atom. 

The vorton" hat an electromagnetic charge Cj = it.B3e with 
an arbitrary duality angle 9. If the vorton it electrically posi
tive, it will then bind electrons to it, leading to a reduction in 
the overall potential energy. The potential energy will be a min
imum when 6 = F / 2 . This situation corresponds to the electric 
vorton designated in Fig. 4. It will have a J = 0 and a Z = 
25.83, binding to it 26 electrons (forming a pseudo-iron atom). 
The total binding energy for atoms bat been calculated." inter
polating between manganese and iron, thia binding energy for 
Z = 25.g3»34*eV. 

How if t> i t s true degree of freedom, then t> will fluctuate 
about the minimum of potential energy at 6 = »/2; by tbe 
equipartition theorem, the mean reduction in the total binding 
energy 6E due to this motion will be \ kT. 

One can estimate the nsnltant rut magnetic charge 8g asso
ciated with these fluctuations. First note that the total binding 
energy as a function of Z goes like 2 s : one power due to the 
nuclear charge, one power due to a reduction in mean radius 
(< ' > ~ Z), and one power because there are Z electrons. 
Since only two of these factors will vary for email fluctuations, 
one writes 

« - M I M.I, 

iz = 

z 
Z6E 
IE ' (A.!) 

Figure 26 indicates that 

( i j /e) 3 £ iZSZ. (A.3) 

Substituting (A.2) into (A.3) and setting SE = $*T yields 

z 3*r 
(laic? ZE (A.4) 

Using Z = 25.B3, kT = 1/40 tV, and E = 34 *»V yields 

Sp/e =J0.0I6 ~ I 0 - J . (A.5) 

Fig. 26. Duality angle and magnetic 
charge associated with a fluctuation 
is the potential energy of » vortoo 
atom. 
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